
What makes Fortune Hi Tech Marketing different than any other Network Marketing 
Business you have ever looked at? 
 
The Editor of Millionaire Blueprint Magazine states “… if I ever made the decision to get involved in any network 
marketing company, I would join this man and his company.  The concept of the company is unique, it is 
financially strong because it is backed by Paul himself, and he has major dollars.  Major national companies are 
lining up trying to get his company and distributors to sell their products.  His compensation plan is like no other in 
its generosity, and millions of dollars have been spent on the support and technology for the distributors.” 
 
 “Fortune Hi Tech Marketing was started with a unique premise: an unprecedented pay plan that gives 

sales representatives more money back than they invest”… Millionaire Blueprint Magazine 
 An extremely low start up cost … only $299 
 Fortune even offers you a way to get your initial $299 investment back within 60 days 
 Fortune pays you 40 different ways.  Even if you do NOT understand all the different ways you get paid, 

you still receive the income 
 Fortune Hi Tech Marketing will never be a publicly held company.  That allows company to make 

decisions that benefit the representatives rather than the stockholders, which is the number 1 reason Paul 
continually finds more ways to pay his reps. At Fortune more profit = more pay increases. 

 In the last 7 years there have been over 30 pay increases plus the Lexus car program paid out to Reps.   
 Founder Paul Orberson says that in order to give Fortune Reps a raise, the only person he has to talk to is 

the computer tech.   
 The company is, and always will remain 100% debt free 
 The Compensation Plan pays to unlimited levels 
 Once you sponsor someone you NEVER lose them 
 There is no compression. Everyone stays where they sponsor in, even if someone leaves, everyone else 

stays in the same position.   
 You can’t fall out of the business even if you stop doing the business.  If you change your mind and go 

back at a later date, you go back right where you were by just paying your yearly renewal fee … even if 
you haven’t done anything in years! 

 You get paid Every Week, not just once a month.  
 Every Friday you are paid quick start bonuses, training money, and quick start overrides. 
 Once a month you are paid your residuals and the bonuses from each of your Regional, Executive and 

National Codes. 
 You only need 3 Customer Points to get paid on your front line, 5 Customer Points to get paid through 

level 7, and 10 Customer Points to get paid to infinity.   
 You never need to have more than 15 Customer Points the entire time you are with Fortune 
 You never lose the money you get from another level.  Your Manager Code income combines with your 

Regional Code income, which combines with your Executive Code income and again with your National 
Code Income.   

 When you reach the top level of income, it is a combination of every level of income you have earned 
since you first began with Fortune 

 There is NO aggressive selling of products. You are your own best customer.  In most cases you and one 
or two friends or family members are the ONLY customers you will ever need. 

 
If you can find a Network Marketing or Direct Selling Company …  anywhere in the world … that pays out more 
income to their Representatives than Fortune Hi Tech Marketing, we would like to see it because we believe that 
Paul will find a way to outdo them. 
 
“I have looked at and dissected Paul‘s company as well as its compensation plan, and in my opinion, it is the most 
unique network marketing company in the country and his compensation plan is the most generous plan in the 
industry.  Nothing I have ever looked at comes close.  In fact, before you really understand how it pays out, it defies 
logic. … Tom Spinks, Founder, Millionaire Blueprint Magazine  
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